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SALES | PER revenue stream

You can use the space below to break down your sales per revenue
stream, so you can quickly see which ones are contributing most to your
revenue.

For example: Etsy sales, website sales, wholesale sales, live events sales, or
any other revenue stream you might have,  
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#6
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To help you pick a score for each element of the shop review, use the examples below as a
point of reference for each item.

The examples given on this cheat sheet are “10/10” situations. The closer you are to it, the
closer to 10 your score should be for that item. On the contrary, if you haven’t started working
on it, then you are probably closer to 0 for that particular item.

In other words, simply ask yourself “On a scale from 0 to 10, how true is this statement?”

Finally, use your gut feeling. Most of the time, you will know straight away how you’re doing in
a given area. Be as truthful as you can, and don’t overthink it. Remember, the goal is not to
score as high as possible but to do a comprehensive shop review that we will use over the
following weeks to create your master-plan for the year.

CHEAT SHEET

BRAND CLARITY:
I have a clear vision for my handmade business, I have defined my mission statement and
Unique Selling Proposition and have a clear set of business values. These aren’t just defined “in
my head”, I actually wrote it all down as part of my branding guide.

MARKET KNOWLEDGE:
I have defined and written down with great precision my ideal customer profile, and have
researched my market well enough to be able to list who my top 5 competitors are, what the
current trends in my niche are, as well as list 4 or 5 “influencers” whom my ideal customers are
following.

BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING:
I have a separate bank account for my shop and a solid system in place for the management of
my finances. I update my books at least once a month and regularly check on my numbers. Tax
time is a breeze, I am always ready for it.
Alternatively - I outsource this to a certified accountant.

LEGAL SETUP: 
I am all set from a legal point of view. Business structure and registration, necessary permits,
license, or insurance, copyright, etc. I have checked on what my legal requirements were and
applied to what was necessary.

VISUAL BRAND IDENTITY:
I have a brand style guide outlining the aesthetics of my brand (logo, colour palette, fonts and
typography, patterns, etc.). My branding is consistent and cohesive (be it on my shop, social
media accounts, packaging, and any graphics I make)

PRODUCT PACKAGING:
I understand what a great “unboxing experience” is made of and I have created packaging for
my products that is on brand and helps me increase the perceived value of my products and
shop.

PHOTOGRAPHY:
It might not have been easy at first, but I am finally at a great place with my product
photography. I know how to take (and edit) beautiful product photos of my products, both
white background and lifestyle shots. Alternatively, I am hiring a photographer to take my
product photos.
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PRODUCT COLLECTIONS:
I have a signature collection that I sell all year long as well as some additional theme-based
and/or seasonal collections. I design my collections strategically and my product lines are
cohesive. My product descriptions are benefits-focused and my copy written with my ideal
customers in mind and optimised for more sales/conversions.

PRICING STRATEGY:
Pricing does not scare me anymore. I am not using a pricing formula I found online and don’t
entirely understand. Instead, I know exactly what goes into my product prices (fixed costs,
variable costs, time), I understand how to use perceived value, and how to decide on my profit
margins. I have every one of my products prices broken down in detail in a spreadsheet.

TRAFFIC OVERALL:
I am getting thousands of visitors to my shop every day. Traffic really isn’t a problem. Not sure
how much traffic you really need? Calculate your traffic goal with this calculator.

LIST GROWTH:
I get new subscribers on my email list regularly, my list is growing consistently (more people
join my email list than leave it).

EMAIL MARKETING:
I know what email marketing is. I have a welcome email series in place to welcome my new
email subscribers, introduce my brand and products, and entice them to make a purchase. I
also send regular email newsletters to give value and promote my products. I send a newsletter
out twice a month at least and get good results from it.

CONVERSION RATE:
My shop/website is converting at over 3% (meaning at least 3 people out of 100 who visit my
shop will make a purchase, if not more). Watch this for help on calculating it.

REPEAT CUSTOMERS:
I regularly get orders from people who have already purchased from my shop (past customers
coming back from more).

PROMOTIONS/LAUNCHES:
I have a promotional calendar in which I plan out 3 to 6 months in advance each promotion I
will have on my shop (special sales, holidays, etc.). I also regularly launch new products and/or
collections.

SALES:
I am getting so many sales I honestly don’t know how to keep up with it. Help!

PR (PRESS/PUBLIC RELATIONS)
I have been featured in many magazines, blogs, and even on TV. I have a strong PR plan.
Alternatively, I work with a PR agency.

SEO:
I rank really well for most of my main keywords and get hundreds, if not thousands of visitors to
my shop everyday thanks to search engines (Etsy or Google).

PAID ADS:
I am the master of paid advertising and run ongoing successful paid campaigns. I make more
money than I spend: my ads are quite profitable.

LIVE EVENTS:
I am at a new market every weekend and I keep on selling out. Most people purchasing from
me at markets also end up following my shop online.
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MARKETING MIX:
Your marketing mix refers to the combination of marketing channels
that you are using to promote your shop and products. There are 6 channels in total, that
you just scored separately (PR, SEO, Ads, Live Events, Social Media, Influencers). Contrary
to what most people think, trying to work on more than 2 or 3 channels at the same is NOT
a good strategy. That’s called “spreading yourself thin” and generally, you end up getting
mediocre results in all the channels you are trying to leverage. A good strategy, on the
other hand, would be to focus on 1 or 2 channels at a time so you can dive deeper into each,
get much better results, then slowly add new channels to your marketing mix. For example:

INFLUENCERS:
I work with influencers regularly and get great traction from it (new followers,
sales, and traffic to my shop).

SOCIAL MEDIA:
People come to visit my shop/website everyday from social media. I have an engaged
community of fans and followers and generate traffic and sales consistently from it.

That’s what “spreading
yourself thin” looks like

Working efficiently, diving
deep into 1/2 channels

BUSINESS SYSTEMS:
Everything in my business is organised and systemised. If I was to hire someone to help me run
the business tomorrow (marketing, customer service, shipping, etc.) it would be really easy to
train her/him as everything is well documented.

PRODUCTION PROCESSES:
For each product, I have a clear and detailed step-by-step product process. If I was to hire
someone to help me with the product creation tomorrow, it would be easy to make sure all the
products look the same and that no supplies are wasted.

SUPPLIERS:
I know for sure that I am getting the best price (wholesale) I possibly can when sourcing my
supplies. My suppliers are trustworthy, deliver quickly and I have a plan B if one of them was to
stop producing one of my most important supply.

TEAM:
I have grown my business into a small but mighty team. They are the best and can almost run
the business without me. I am mostly focusing on design and spend most of my time in my
studio these days.
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